Across five experiments, the temporal regularity and content of an irrelevant speech stream were varied and their effects on a serial recall task examined. Variations of the content, but not the rhythm, of the irrelevant speech stimuli reliably disrupted serial
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& Surprenant, 2011) , and alternative accounts have also been advanced for the concurrent articulation effects (Chein & Fiez, 2010; Nairne, 1990) . Of all these immediate memory "effects", however, possibly the one to provoke the most controversy is the irrelevant sound effect.
Originally reported by Colle (1976) , the disruption caused to an immediate, ordered recall task by the presence of background speech was first named the "unattended speech effect" (Salamé & Baddeley, 1982) . It was later renamed the "irrelevant speech effect" to avoid the theoretical connotations of "unattended" (Jones & Morris, 1992) and was believed to provide evidence for a phonological input buffer in immediate memory, rather than the phonemic response (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974, p. 77) or articulatory buffer (Baddeley et al., 1975) previously envisaged (see Shallice & Cooper, 2011, pp. 252-258 for a discussion). The basis for this theoretical shift was Salamé and Baddeley's (1982) finding that irrelevant speech (which participants were specifically asked to ignore) disrupted immediate serial recall of visually-presented verbal items and that speech which was phonologically similar to the items to be recalled in the memory task was the most disruptive. The disruptive effect of speech has been replicated many times, but the effect of phonological similarity between tobe-recalled and irrelevant items has not been replicated (Bridges & Jones, 1996; Jones & Macken, 1995; Larsen, Baddeley & Andrade, 2003; LeCompte & Shaibe, 1996) . However, the phonological store's's status as an input buffer (which was inspired by this finding) has nonetheless been retained within models of immediate memory (Baddeley, 2003; Burgess & Hitch, 1999) .
Given that confusions within phonological memory cannot be the basis for the irrelevant speech effect, what possibilities remain? Work by 5 established that phonology is neither a necessary, nor a sufficient condition to observe an irrelevant sound effect. According to the currently dominant "changing-state" account of this effect, the disruption occurs because of a conflict between order cues automatically extracted from the irrelevant speech stream and similar cues deliberately maintained in memory (Jones, 1993) . The changing-state account is so called because it suggests that pre-attentive order cues in unattended speech or non-speech are given by changes-in-state (i.e., abrupt changes in one or more physical dimensions which segment the auditory stream into discrete auditory events or objects). So, for example, a repeated speech utterance or tone played at a constant pitch is "steady-state" and contains no useful order information as the same token occurs repeatedly. Such steadystate stimuli typically produce little or no interference with a concurrent order retention task . In contrast, if multiple tokens are present (different speech utterances or different pitch tones) then the order of presentation of these tokens is automatically registered, interfering with the serial order cues being deliberately held in the immediate memory task (Jones, Macken & Murray, 1993) .
The changing-state explanation keeps the effect within the explanatory bounds of immediate memory -, the interference observed is considered to be a consequence of conflict between ordering processes in memory and in perception. However, more recent alternative accounts make no reference to memory per se, but are instead wholly based on attentional processes. There are two forms of attentional account. According to one form, passive listening to sound during a memory task is viewed as a dual-task divided attention cost, where changes in the sound increase the demands on divided 6 attention (Neath, 2000) 2 . In the second attentional account, hearing changes in speech or sound provokes an orienting response whereas steady-state unchanging or predictable speech or sounds are habituated to (Cowan, 1995; Elliott, 2002 ; see also Näätänen, 1990) . This attentional capture account is the more frequently cited of the two attentional hypotheses (e.g., Röer, Bell & Buchner, 2014) and is broadly applicable to different types of distraction which could be characterized as involving attentional capture and beyond immediate memory to other tasks.
One type of distraction for which attentional capture has a ready explanation is the effect of "deviant" sounds (Escera, Alho, Winkler, Näätänen, 1998; Parmentier, 2008 Parmentier, , 2014 Schröger, 1996) . These are sounds which violate an expected pattern, such as irregularity in the presentation schedule (so that all the items bar one in the speech are presented in a regular rhythm) which introduces an extra disruptive effect beyond that of existing changes in state within the irrelevant speech (Hughes, Vachon & Jones, 2005 . This effect is beyond the explanatory scope of the changing-state hypothesis, so that a duplex account was proposed (Hughes et al., 2007) in which the changing-state and deviant effects are independent and the deviant effect is incurred by mechanisms broadly equivalent to attentional capture. Although there is independent evidence for this duality (for example the size of the deviant effect is sensitive to the working memory capacity of the experimental participants -Sörqvist, 2010-whereas the changing-state effect is not -Beaman, 2004; Sörqvist, 2010; Sörqvist, Marsh & Nöstl, 2013) a single mechanism account is simpler and more elegant than a duplex account if it is able to cover both situations.
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A difficulty with a general attentional account, however, is a loss of predictive value. Specifically, it is prone to post-hoc data-fitting and logical circularity. The divided-attention account of Neath (2000) for example, simply involves varying an attentional parameter within a mathematical model to allow the model to fit the data. Thus although the model can readily account for existing data, no a priori basis is given to determine the value of this parameter in the absence of divided attention (although see Beaman et al., 2008) or to indicate the extent to which different speech/sounds should vary this initial value and why this should be the case. Similarly, the attentional capture approach both assumes attentional capture if a distraction effect occurs and explains that distraction effect in terms of attentional capture, which is logically circular at best and untestable at worst. For example, Buchner and Erdfelder (2005) assume an effect of the word frequency of irrelevant speech "because low-frequency distractor words require more processing resources that could otherwise have been used for keeping the memory representations of the target words active and intact" (Buchner & Erdfelder, 2005, p. 89) and this is contrasted with the null prediction of the changing-state hypothesis. However, this is not a necessary prediction of the attentional account (as Buchner and Erdfelder (2005) are careful to note) -it is equally plausible that high-frequency distractor words might attract more attention than lowfrequency words (e.g., if words need to be active above a certain threshold before attention is directed towards them) or that the frequency of the words in question might have no effect on the distraction observed (as seen, for example, in Elliott & Briganti, 2012) . Thus, although the finding might be a test of the changing-state account, it is not a good test of the attentional account which could accommodate any pattern of findings in this case. To begin to test an attentional account adequately, it is 8 therefore necessary to identify a plausible cause of attentional capture a priori and then to link this with some known measure of attentional control, as has been done (for example) with the deviant effect (Sörqvist, 2010; Sörqvist et al., 2013) .
It seems a priori plausible that any purely attentional mechanism will respond to irrelevant sound which is unexpected and unstructured. To appropriately test an account of what materials will cause an irrelevant sound effect therefore it is necessary to examine a situation in which manipulation of the irrelevant speech stream varies one or both of these dimensions, that is the speech is either unexpected, or unstructured, or both. Studies of habituation to irrelevant sound (or its lack) have indicated that stimuli which are simply unexpected are treated equivalently to stimuli which are expected (Jones, Macken & Mosdell, 1997) so expectancy per se is unlikely to be a key element in determining attentional capture. The deviant effect, however, shows that stimuli that are both unexpected and irregular do provoke an additional distraction effect, so irregularity may be an informative dimension to examine. One possibility is that there is a general effect of irregular presentation, conceivably encompassing the "deviant" effect of Hughes and colleagues which contrasted regular rhythmic presentation with an introduced irregularity on key trials (and hence is rhythmically irregular as well as unexpected). Studies of the mismatched negativity (MMN) component of event-related potentials have also established that deviations in an otherwise regular temporal schedule automatically capture attention (Alain, Cortese & Picton, 1999; Geiser, Ziegler, Jancke, & Meyer, 2009; Levänen, Ahonen, Hari, McEvoy & Sams, 1996) so there is a priori reason for supposing that rhythmic irregularity may act as a general precondition for capturing attention. Rhythm is defined by a number of features but, in the context of this study, the term is used to refer to the temporal organization of stimuli as a function of the intervals separating them. Explorations of the effect of rhythm in irrelevant sound are surprisingly limited (Hadlington, Bridges & Beaman, 2006, Experiments 3c, 3d; Jones & Macken, 1995, Experiment 2; Larsen & Baddeley, 2003 , Experiment 2) and reconsideration of the evidence gives reason to query the reported finding that irregular presentation of sound disrupts immediate memory more than regular presentation (Jones & Macken, 1995) . This is of importance for the changing-state hypothesis because rhythm can also be linked to immediate memory function. Saito (2001; see also Saito & Ishio, 1998) reported that rhythm reproduction is impaired by a concurrent articulation task, and that digit span correlates with the ability to memorize rhythmic patterns. Variations in temporal organization (and hence rhythm) have also been shown to influence perceptual grouping in immediate memory (Frankish, 1985; Hitch, Burgess, Towse & Culpin, 1996) and to mediate the implicit learning of sequences, as demonstrated by Bower and Winzenz (1969) in a Hebb repetition paradigm (Hebb, 1961) . Hebbian learning was only observed when the repeated sequence had a fixed temporal structure, not when its structure varied from one repetition to the next. All of these results suggest that temporal information influences order memory, and -in line with the changing-state hypothesis -unpredictable changes in the temporal structure of irrelevant speech (an irregular rhythmic presentation) could plausibly disrupt immediate memory for serial order.
However more recent evidence has indicated that order information is encoded in immediate memory in terms of relative or absolute position, rather than timing per se. Several such studies (Lewandowsky, Duncan, & Brown, 2004; Lewandowsky, Brown, Wright, & Nimmo, 2006; Ng & Maybery, 2005) have pointed to the importance of positional rather than temporal codes in representing order information. For example, Ng and Maybery (2005) found that, with grouped presentation of to-berecalled items, where items "migrated" across groups at recall these migration errors nonetheless preserved within-group ordinal position. If order information is represented positionally, then a conflict between to-be-recalled positional information and purely temporal information within the irrelevant speech seems less plausible than a more general attentional capture account. A re-examination of the nature of the order information present in irrelevant speech, and specifically the role of temporal information in creating interference, therefore seems necessary.
Of the four studies examining the effects of irregularly-presented irrelevant speech, one (Hadlington et al., 2006 , Experiment 3c) found no effect of irregular presentation of irrelevant speech presented binaurally. The evidence for a detrimental effect of irregular presentation of irrelevant sound (over regular presentation) therefore seems to be dependent on the findings of only three experiments. Jones and Macken (1995, Experiment 2) showed similar levels of recall in regular rhythm (steady-state content) and quiet conditions whilst in the irregular rhythm condition immediate memory performance was relatively poor. Larsen and Baddeley (2003, Experiment 2) also reported a detrimental effect of the temporally varying repetition of an irrelevant speech stimulus, as did Hadlington et al. (2006, Experiment 3d) . However, Larsen and Baddeley did not contrast temporal variation with a temporally regular condition and Hadlington et al.'s experiment included a pitch shift as well as a temporal irregularity, so the effects of temporal variability per se were not demonstrated in either study.
Thus, the assumption that changes in rhythm disturb memory for order effectively rests upon a single experiment by Jones and Macken (1995) .
In what follows, we report the results of five experiments -each varying the rhythm and content of irrelevant speech -in an attempt to replicate the basic effect reported by Jones and Macken. In addition to standard inferential analyses to test the null hypothesis, we also make use of Bayesian techniques to determine the relative level of support for the null hypothesis versus a theoretically derived hypothesis. This counters the criticism raised earlier in the introduction, that attentional accounts are (or can be made) flexible enough to address any pattern of data. To do this, it is necessary to be more specific about the size of the effect we might a priori expect, based upon a specific theoretical framework.
Attentional involvement might presumably vary in the extent to which an orienting response is evoked (Cowan, 1995) or attention is divided across tasks (Neath, 2000) so a point-estimate of the effect size is impractical. Nonetheless, taking a Bayesian approach to this problem forces us to be specific about the hypothesis we are setting up as an alternative to the null. Although quantitatively different attentional accounts can be constructed (e.g., the value of the attentional parameters in Neath's (2000) model could vary to an arbitrary amount) the hypothesis we chose was that, if there is an effect of irregularity of presentation which captures attention, then the size of this effect will be no larger than the changing-state effect observed within the same data-set and will, in fact, vary in size between zero and the upper-limit set by the size of the changing-state effect with a smaller effect being more likely. The rationale for this is that attentional capture depends on the presence of changing-state information to provoke an orienting response. Thus, we can reasonably expect the difference between regular and irregular presentation conditions to be no larger than the difference between steady-state and changing-state content conditions. It will also be no smaller than zero if we anticipate that irregular rhythms should distract more than regular rhythms rather than vice versa.
In the terminology of Dienes' (2014a,b) , , this theoretical prediction involves a half-normal distribution with a mode at zero and the standard deviation equal to the likely predicted value (i.e., the mean difference between steady-state and changingstate conditions) because an approximate expected value can be determined and the theory makes a clear directional prediction. The observed sample means on which these predictions are tested against the null are then the mean difference between regular and irregular presentations and the standard error for that sample. This allows us to use Bayes theorem to compare against the null hypothesis the support yielded by the data for this specific prediction of how attentional capture might work and to derive (Bayesian) data indicating which of the two hypotheses is best supported. . To anticipate, no single experiment found a significant effect of change in rhythm (according to conventional significance testing techniques) and the Bayesian evidence, on an experiment by experiment basis, also largely favoured the null hypothesis. All experiments replicated the negative impact of changes in speech content. The results of these experiments are then discussed and new hypotheses suggested, before being pooled in a more powerful combined analysis and the results presented.
General Method for Experiments 1 to 5
Since our five experiments only differed in small ways, we report a single method section highlighting the key differences between experiments. To facilitate their comparison, we also summarize their key specific features in Table 1 Material. The to-be-remembered stimuli were consonants ('w' excluded) presented visually at the center of a computer screen in Arial font, size 60. Seven monosyllabic words (band, fruit, jaw, kilt, porch, rod, turn; taken from Tremblay & Jones, 1998) , were recorded in a male voice to be used as irrelevant speech. The words were spoken in a monotone voice and edited to a 250 ms duration (with a 10 ms rise and fall) and normalized. The experiments were programmed in E-Prime on a PC computer.
Participants responded using the computer mouse.
Design and procedure. Participants were required to recall sequences of consonants while, in some trials, ignoring irrelevant speech presented through headphones. A typical trial started with participants clicking on a 'start' button, followed 2 s later by 14 the presentation of 7 consonants. Each consonant was presented for 750 ms followed by a 250 ms gap. An additional 10 s gap was presented after the last consonant and before the recall screen consisting of the 19 consonants of the alphabet presented in a fixed arrangement across four rows (the same arrangement in every trial). A 'skip' button allowed participants to omit items. When clicked upon, each consonant turned gray and was no longer available for selection. In the quiet condition, no irrelevant speech was presented. The irrelevant speech conditions were characterized by their regular or irregular rhythm of presentation, crossed with steady-or changing-state content, resulting in four conditions. In conditions involving irrelevant speech, its presentation started 1 sec before the to-be-remembered consonants were presented and continued until the time of recall. In regular rhythm conditions, words were presented at a regular rhythm of 2 per second (each word followed by a 250 ms gap), except in Experiment 4 in which it was one per 750 ms. In Experiments 1 to 3, all irrelevant words were used whilst in Experiment 4 and Experiment 5, only six were used ('porch' was omitted). In the steady-state conditions, a single word was used in all trials, randomly picked for each participant. In the changing-state conditions, a sequence of irrelevant words were repeated in a fixed order.
---TABLE ONE ABOUT HERE ---In the irregular rhythm conditions of Experiments 1 and 2, seven time intervals (10, 90, 170, 250, 330, 410 & 490 ms) between the irrelevant speech stimuli were used. In Experiment 1, these intervals were used in a fixed order (330, 250, 170, 410, 10, 490, & period. In Experiment 2, the irregular sequences were made of the above seven intervals repeated six times across 42 intervals randomly ordered. A different random arrangement of intervals was used in each irregular rhythm trial. The same random intervals were used across participants.
In Experiment 3, the intervals separating the irrelevant words were set in order to promote the subjective perception of groups. A single sequence of intervals (250, 
Results
Only items recalled in their correct serial position were scored as correct. For economy, the analyses reported below do not include serial position as a factor. Analyses not reported here found no evidence for any condition x serial position interaction in any of the experiments and there are no theoretical positions of which we are aware that predict such interactions. However, in order to establish that our data exhibited the typical serial position curves expected from a visual serial recall task (U-shaped curve with strong primary and relatively smaller recency), we report the serial curves for all experiments combined (see Figure 1) . The proportion of correct responses was analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with the 5 experimental conditions as independent variables. Follow-up analyses contrasted the effects of content and rhythm in 2 x 2 ANOVAs for repeated measures and comparisons of performance in the quiet condition and irrelevant speech conditions where relevant. Means and standard error of the mean for all experiments and all conditions are presented in Table 2 . Bayes factor calculations were carried out using the online software described in Dienes (2008; 2011; 2014a,b) which assumes as a default a null hypothesis where the true population value is exactly zero.
---FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE ------TABLE TWO ABOUT HERE ---

Experiment 1
As is visible from A Bayes factor analysis of the regularity manipulation, assuming a half-normal distribution with SD equivalent to the mean difference observed between steady and changing state gives the likelihood of the data given this theory as .0678 and the likelihood of the obtained data given the null as .2668. Hence the Bayes factor for the alternative over the null hypothesis is .254, or strong evidence in favor of the null, where according to these analyses, values under 1 support the null and those above 1 support the alternative hypothesis, and Jeffreys (1961) suggests that values < 1/3 should 18 be interpreted as strongly supporting the null and values > 3 are strongly supportive of the alternative (specified) hypothesis 3 .
Experiment 2
The results for Experiment 2 show a similar pattern to Experiment 1: no effect of rhythm was observed while changing-state content depressed recall levels. The main effect of condition was significant, F(4, 76) = 12.587, MSE = .006, p < .001, Bayes factor analysis of the regularity manipulation as in Experiment 1 gives the likelihood of the data given the theory previously outlined as .1107, whereas the likelihood of the data given the null is .0637, resulting in a Bayes factor of 1.734, or weak evidence in favor of the attentional capture by rhythmic irregularity hypothesis.
Experiment 3
The main effect of condition was significant, F(4, 76) = 11.419, MSE = .007, p < .001, Note that some programmes (e.g., Rouder et al., 2009) provide Bayes factors in favour of the null over the alternative hypothesis and all comments about evidence < 1/3 or >3 being strong evidence for one hypothesis over the other must be inverted. Likelihoods are provided here for readers who wish to make these inversions for themselves without re-running the full Bayes factor analyses. p  = .065 and no rhythm by content interaction, F(1, 19) < .001, MSE = 40.279,
A Bayes factor analysis of the regularity manipulation as before gives the likelihood of the data given the attentional capture hypothesis as .0679 and the likelihood of the obtained data given the null as .1136 hence the Bayes factor for alternative over null is .598, or weak (inconclusive) evidence in favor of the null
Experiment 4
The effect of condition was significant, F(4, 76) = 11.083, MSE = .007, p < .001, A Bayes factor analysis of the regularity manipulation gives the likelihood of the data given attentional capture by irregular rhythms as .0038 and the likelihood of the obtained data given the null as .0463 hence the Bayes factor for alternative over null is .082, or strong evidence in favor of the null.
The observation, in Experiments 2, 4 and 5, of a numerical (but non-significant) performance advantage for conditions with irregular rhythms over those with regular rhythms (see Table 2 ) suggests the intriguing possibility that a small difference in the opposite direction to that originally hypothesized might be present. This possibility is consistent with the observation that, whilst all but one of the Bayes factor analyses report evidence in favor of the null over the alternative hypothesis, the likelihoods of the null given the data reported above are not, of themselves, of a confidence-inspiring magnitude in any of the analyses conducted, A combined analysis of all our data, in order to overcome the potentially low statistical power of each individual experiment, is reported below. The analysis investigates the above observation, and pursues the 21 suggestion of a negative effect of steady-state information relative to quiet (a result previously considered inconsistent with the changing-state hypothesis, LeCompte, 1995) .
Combined analysis.
A combined 2 (timing) x 2 (content) analysis across all experiments confirmed the large main effect of varying content, F(1, 119) = 67.808, MSE = .99.841, p < .001, ηp 2 = .363, and a small but statistically significant effect of varying timing , F(1, 119) = 4.422, MSE= 58.116, p = .038, ηp 2 = .036, reflecting the overall lower performance in regular rhythm conditions. No significant interaction was observed between the two, F < 1.
Paired-sample t-tests also confirmed that both steady-state conditions impaired performance relative to quiet, t(119) = 5.336, p < .001 (regular), t(119) = 3.341, p = .001 (irregular). These results are shown in Figure 2. ---FIGURE TWO ABOUT HERE ---A final Bayes factor analysis of the regularity manipulation was carried out on the data from Experiments 1-5 combined in a meta-analysis using the mean and SE from Study 1 as the prior mean and prior SD and the mean and SE from Study 2 as the likelihood's mean and likelihood's SD to calculate the posterior mean and posterior SD.
The posterior mean and SD thus obtained were then entered as the new prior mean and SD and the mean and SE from Study 3 used as the likelihood's mean and SD and so on until the data from all five experiments were combined (Dienes, 2008) . This then gives the likelihood of the combined data given the hypothesis that rhythmic 22 irregularity will capture attention as .0314 and the probability of the data given the null as .5189, yielding BF = .061 or strong evidence for the null over the alternative, attentional capture, hypothesis .
General discussion
The present study measured the effect of variations in the timing and content of irrelevant speech stimuli on verbal serial recall. Five experiments consistently found that serial memory was affected by variations in the content but not timing of the irrelevant speech with Bayesian evidence strongly favoring the null in three out of the five experiments (see Table 2 ) and in a combined cross-experiment analysis. The negative effect of changing-state content is in line with previous empirical reports (e.g., . In contrast, temporal variations of the irrelevant speech failed to impair serial recall performance, regardless of whether the rhythmic pattern of the irrelevant stimuli varied randomly across the course of a trial (Experiment 2 4 ) or 
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These results contrast with the detrimental effect of rhythmic variations reported by Jones and Macken (1995, Experiment 2) but are in line with Hadlington et al.'s (2006, Experiment 3c) failure to find an effect of variation in rhythm alone when irrelevant stimuli were presented to both ears. The reasons for Jones and Macken's original observation that irregular rhythm impairs memory more than regular presentation is unclear, but it is clear that -in the light of the current study -the weight of evidence tells against such an outcome.
The null results of Experiments 1-5 challenge the changing-state hypothesis but they also provide an opportunity to refine that hypothesis. Novelty, complexity, and unpredictability in various forms are key to the disruptive effects of speech (see Beaman, 2005 for a review) but, although abrupt change in many physical dimensions (e.g., frequency) is a defining feature of the changing-state effect, not all physical or perceptual dimensions are equally potent. For example, abrupt changes in intensity do not produce an effect (Ellermeier & Hellbrück, 1998; Tremblay & Jones, 1999) . Our study further suggests that the temporal characteristics of the irrelevant speech stimuli do not convey order cues per se. One strong possibility is that the temporal characteristics of speech stimuli cease to be important once order cues have been stripped from the initial representation (Maybery, Parmentier, & Jones, 2002; Parmentier & Maybery, 2008) and in line with evidence that serial order is encoded positionally, not temporally (Lewandowsky et al., 2004 (Lewandowsky et al., , 2006 , except in conditions where temporal information is predictable and correlates with serial position (e.g., Geiger & Lewandowsky, 2008; Surprenant, Neath, & Brown, 2006) .
These results also challenge an attentional account of the irrelevant sound effect (Cowan, 1995) , which postulates that auditory distracters automatically capture 24 attention and that habituation mediates distraction. The assumption is that auditory novelty invokes an orienting response that causes interference with ongoing cognition until such time as the auditory stimuli cease to be novel. This view predicts that the unpredictable presentation of stimuli should provoke an orienting response and hence distraction. Regular presentation of the auditory distracters should, on the other hand, be less distracting. This attentional account has widespread generality and offers an appealing account of the deviant effect and the changing-state effect (the difference between steady-and changing-state material) as well as the basic irrelevant speech/sound effect, but it does not explain the task-specificity of the irrelevant sound effect such that disruption is more readily observed primary tasks requiring the maintenance of order information (Beaman & Jones, 1997 Farley, Neath, Allbritton & Surprenant, 2007; Henson, Hartley, Burgess, Hitch & Flude, 2003; . Nor does the attentional capture account explain why there is little or no indication of habituation to irrelevant speech or sound over the longer term (Hellbrück, Kuwano, & Namba, 1996; Jones, Macken & Mosdell, 1997; Tremblay & Jones, 1998) unless participants are pre-exposed to the stimuli prior to the experimental task (Röer, Dentale & Buchner, 2012 , but see also Röer, Bell & Buchner, 2014, for contrary evidence). Critically, the account is not well-specified. If the difference between the effects of changing-state and steady-state content is simply a matter of habituation to the steady-state stimuli, then a substantial degree of habituation should be readily observable over very short time periods (within the space of a single trial).
Although we have not directly addressed the issue of habituation here (see Beaman, Campbell & Marsh, 2014 , for an attempt to do so) we have gone some way to making the predictions of an attentional account more explicit, in order to provide a more 25 satisfactory test of the underlying theory in the context of irregular vs. regular presentations. The strengths of the Bayesian approach are that it requires us to do this, and in quantifying (albeit approximately) the expected disruption due to attentional capture we were able to satisfy ourselves that no such effect was observed. The weaknesses of the approach are that we only directly compared the null hypothesis to the alternative we have specified -it is, however, open to others to formulate quantitative predictions from an attentional capture perspective and test them in a similar manner. The Bayesian approach we have taken is, at least, transparent in its assumptions and these are therefore open to challenge in a way that less well-specified accounts are not.
Overall, the results of the current study fail to provide support for the idea that regular presentation schedules of irrelevant speech result in less disruption to serial recall than the same speech presented irregularly. As such, the data are inconsistent with accounts of the irrelevant sound effect which assume that attention capture by unpredictable stimuli underpins distraction, in line with empirical work distinguishing between novelty distraction (Parmentier, 2014) and the irrelevant sound effect (Hughes, Vachon & Jones, 2005 . Additionally, the results are inconsistent with the idea that a change in rhythm constitutes a "change-in-state" within the auditory stream, and that such changes in rhythm provoke irrelevant speech disruption. Furthermore, we found that irregular irrelevant speech produced less disruption than regular speech. Finally, the study also replicates the findings of LeCompte (1995) that steady-state speech can also produce an "irrelevant speech effect". The steady-state effect, it seems, is small but reliably non-zero if studies are of sufficient statistical power.
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How might these unexpected findings be accommodated? Although the data we obtained support the null over the alternative hypothesis that irregular presentation might capture attention, close examination of the probability of any of these data given the null hypothesis shows that -on an experiment-by-experiment basis -there is in fact little evidence for the null, even though it is to be preferred over the attentional capture alternative. This conclusion is reinforced by the findings of the combined analysis, that regular presentation is significantly more disruptive than irregular presentation. Although any explanation of this is necessarily post hoc, we suggest that, whereas rhythmic presentation unambiguously results in a single, uniform stream of elements, irregular presentation, in contrast, results in a relatively uneven stream. Presenting items in temporal irregular fashion thus yields irregular groupings of the irrelevant tokens, potentially resulting in fewer between-unit transitions over the same time period (a lower "dose" effect; Bridges & Jones, 1996) This dose account assumes that the parsing of the stream into discrete utterances is not all-or-none but allows for a modest amount of changing-state information, insufficient to be greatly disruptive, to be accommodated within a given utterance.
Changes-in-state are usually considered between auditory objects ) but, at both physical and perceptual levels, changes also occur within objects, so the difference between changing-state and steady-state is a matter of degree rather 27 than kind. At a physical level, even a "steady-state" stimulus such as a frequency modulation or pitch glide (Jones et al., 1992) , consists of discrete changes when analyzed across different frequency bands (such as occurs within the cochlea). At a perceptual level, individual speech utterances contain phonetic as well as physical transitions and the parsing of a speech element to a single utterance is subject to topdown as well as bottom-up influences (e.g., "birth" and "day" constitute two discrete utterances and so represent a changing-state sequence whereas "birthday" is a single utterance and, arguably, steady-state). If stream segmentation is more ambiguous with irregular than with regular rhythms, then regular rhythms will result in more coherent streams and a greater word "dose" (Bridges & Jones, 1996) producing, as here, a more disruptive irrelevant speech effect. Thus, variable -content stimuli will always produce more disruption than unvaried-content, but variable-presentation rates may result in less disruption than regular, rhythmic presentation rates. Ceteris paribus, one would expect any dose effect induced by irregular presentation rates to be less than or equal to the size of the deliberately created dose effect documented by Bridges and Jones (1996) . As such, when looking for such an effect in future studies, the Bayesian approach adopted here is recommended as a means of providing positive evidence for any null effects of dose.
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Five conditions from Experiment 1 but with the IS content conditions either blocked or randomized (between-subjects).
Same as in Experiment 4
Same as in Experiment 4 
